Abstract -Thepaperpresents a new approach to theproblpm of automatic order reducing of ration& transfer function (Te.
I. I~VTRODUCTION
The approximation of rational transfer function (TF) is one of the important problems for daerent practical applications in the circuit theory and the control theory. In particular, this problem arises in automated macromodel generation. In this case the purpose is to approximate the original Laplace-domain rational transfer function by loworder rational TF. In spite of detailed study of the main approaches and presence of computational procedures this problem remains open for many practical applications.
The present paper is devoted to solving the problem of automation of linear macromodels generation.
The problem of automatic generation of linear macromodels puts forward the following requirements to the reducing algorithm: 1) it is desired to provide approximating TF over all the frequencies because it is insufficient if the algorithm processes the given set of frequency points distributed in the specified frequency range.
2) to generate the macromodel with f i x 4 order the reducing algorithm has to determine the parameters of reduced TF (numerator and denominator coefficients) which minimize the error of approximation.
3) to determine the order of macromodel the reducing algorithm has to minimize the macromodel order under given e m r tolerance.
The most popular model-order reduction scheme in circuit simulation is AWE method based on Pade approximation [l] . AWE is a generalized approach of approximating the dominant pole/zeros for linear circuit. Some techniques directed to solve large dimension problems arising in VLSV ULSI design have been implemented (see for instance [Z-91) .
At the present time state-of-art in this research direction can be conditionally characterized by successfid exploitation of Pade via Lanczos method [5] . Pade based techniques determine reduced order rational TF which agree with the initial TF and some number of its derivatives at the given frequency points. To extend this technique for wide frequency region the multipoint algorithms have been developed (see for instance . However methods of this group neither predict the order and error of reduced system nor minimize them [ll] .
In contrast to this group of algorithms the other group based on balance realization [ 11 -131 does not need the specification of frequency points and held TF approximations in a whole frequency region. The possible application of balance realization methods to circuit simulation problems have been discussed in some published works (see for instance [2, 11, 141) . This is a promising approach to generate linear macromodels but it is connected with fixing a number of largest eigenvalues of original system [ 141.
The method [I51 minimizes the error of approximation by varying both numerator and denominator coefficients. It solves nonlinear least square problem using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. The error norm is defined in the given set of frequency points but the problem of the points selection is not discussed. The problem of order minimization at the given error tolerance is not also discussed.
The open problem of model reducing technology is the correct determination of order of simplified models.
The approach presented in this paper in our opinion can be considered as alternative and more appropriate for automatic model generation. This tecbnique is quite universal because there are no restrictions on frequency region of model application. The developed computational scheme uses least-square minimization. In comparison with [IS] our approach is based on minimization of the integral error norm in time domain.
The proposed algorithm allows to compute both approximating coeficients and order of TF simultaneously under control by specified error tolerance.
The definition of the problem is given in section 2. The computational algorithm is briefly explained in section Here m and n are the original orders of numerator and
The approximate function k must have the similar form denominator respectively.
of the lower order with the same values a0 bo:
Here m < n, ti< ii. Let h(t), i ( t ) be originals of H(s)/s, k ( s ) / s , and have the following generalzed form;
where Y i are poles of TF, ki are corresponding multiplicIt is proposed to define the normalized error of approxima-
ity.
tion by the following way:
Values am bo are saved for approximate function (2) because the ratio adbo defines the static state whch must be equal for both functions to provide existence of integral in numerator of (4). For the existence of integrals in (4) the conditions m < n, $ < i i are necessary.
It is important to note that minimization of criterion (4) automatically avoids the problem of numerical instability of obtained approximation function. This can be explained as follows. The presence of unstable components in reduced model leads to unlimited growtb of i ( t ) and the criterion w respectively. Therefore the mini" of (4) could not be provided in this case.
For practical purposes two approximation problems are considered: 
m. PRINCIPLES OF THE COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Our aim is to construct an iterative Newton-like algorithm based on linearization of transfer function with respect to unknown coefficients of numerator and denominator at each
Step.
Let fiinit(s) be the initial approximation. Assuming the discrepancy between the initial and new approximation ( AH = i ( s ) -kinit(s) ) to be sufficiently small it can be presented after linearization ---, * fi = e = t i n i t + t p -p i n i t~ ~ & + P P i n i t i, (5) ij Qinit + [ij -G i n i t ] G i n i t Ginit i,'jnjt in the form:
Lei the originals of Laplace functions in (6) be the following:
Functions u(t), v(t), e(f) have the form similar to (3) and the corresponding parameters a,, k, can be easily determined after computation of roots of polynomials Q(s) and Q,,Ls).
Taking into account that multiplication by s in Laplace domain corresponds to differentiation in time domain we obtain the following time domain representation of (6):
where superscript i means i-th derivative. By this way the problem A is reduced to the classical least squares problem:
This problem is solved by the conventional least squares algorithm :
1. Orthogonalization of the system of functions J;(i)(i=I. .. k) where f includes functions U and v from (7) . leads to orders of 6/10, and the resulting approximation error 6.3*10-' is achieved (approximation a2). If error 0.1 is specified, then orders 313 are obtained and the resulting error equals to 0.07 (approximation al). The corresponding time responses are given in fig. 2 ,a. This example is selective circuit and the distinction between two obtained approximations of magnitudefrequency characteristics can be seen from fig. 2 ,b.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test problem 3: RLC-circuit [6, fig. I ]. This circuit is also selective RJX-equivalent of transmission line. The original transfer function (TF) order is 10. TF contains complex-conjugate poles.
The approximated time and frequency responses that were obtained for specified error tolerances 0.1 (al) and (a2)
are given in fig. 3,a and fig. 3 ,b respectively. Note that error tolerance requires the denominator order 10. In this case the algorithm automatically reduces the numerator onler only. 
